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Abstract. In this paper we consider communication complexity introduced by Papadimitriou and 
Sipser (1982). A hierarchy is established with respect o this complexity measure for both 
deterministic and nondeterministic models. A communication complexity hierarchy for k-way 
communication complexity is established too. 
1. Introduction 
One of the main problems in VLSI theory is the determination of the minimal 
area required to lay out a network on a chip. Especially, the question of finding 
good lower bounds for this problem seems to be very hard. Past research in this 
area has shown a relation between the related problem and the bisection width of 
a graph [3, 6, 7, 8]. 
The bisection width of a graph is the minimal number of edges which must be 
removed in order to partition the graph into two equal-sided subgraphs. Thompson 
[6] proved that the layout area of a graph with bisection width c is at least -~c 2. Yao 
[10], Lipton and Sedgewick [2] and, explicitly, Papadimitriou and Sipser [4] 
introducing communication complexity found a quite elegant method that is useful 
in finding a good lower bound on the bisection width of a graph and thus on its 
layout area. 
In [4], communication complexity is defined in the following way. Suppose a 
language L ~ ({0, 1}2) * is to be recognized by two distant computers. Each computer 
receives half of the input bits, and the computation proceeds using some protocol 
for communication between these two computers. The minimal number of bits that 
has to be exchanged in order to successfully recognize L c~ {0, 1} 2", minimized over 
all partitions of the input bits into two equal parts, and considered as a function 
of n, is called the communica6on complexity of L The communication complexity 
defined in such a way provides a direct lower bound for the minimal bisection width 
[1] of any chip recognizing L. Clearly, communication of n bits is always enough 
for recognizing any language. 
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Communication complexity was studied in [3, 4] and closely related results 
corresponding to special types of communication complexity models were obtained 
in [1, 2, 3]. We shall deal with the hierarchy of families of languages determined 
by communication complexity. In [4], it was shown that, for any function f, 
1 <~f(n)<~ log2 n, there exist languages that are recognizable within'communication 
f (n )  but not within communication f (n ) -  1, and that there exist languages which 
cannot be recognized within communication complexity less than n. 
In this paper we shall show that, for any function O<f(n)<~n and any real 
constant 0 < c < 1, there is a large number of languages recognizable within communi- 
cation f (n )  but not within communication cf(n). This result will be proved for the 
deterministic model; in the nondeterministic case it is established for c <½. The 
same hierarchy results will be given for deterministic and nondeterministic k-way 
communication complexity introduced in [4]. For 1-way communication it will be 
shown that essentially more languages can be recognized within complexity f (n)  
than within communication complexity f (n ) -  1, i.e., one bit 'helps' in 1-way com- 
munication. In the nondeterministic case of 1-way communication it will be shown 
that two bits help. 
We shall introduce a new type of communication complexity, called counterbal- 
anced communication complexity, in order to study the properties of a general 
model of communication complexity. In the model of counterbalanced communica- 
tion complexity we require that both computers hould send some amount of 
information to the other computer. It will be shown that the power of the 1-way 
communication complexity model is substantially larger than the power of the model 
of counterbalanced communication complexity. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we shall give the basic 
definitions and formulate the main theorem and its consequences. The proof of the 
main theorem will be given in Section 3. 
2. Definit ions and theorems 
First, let us define the communication complexity in the same way as in [4]. A 
protocol on inputs of  length 2n is a pair D, = (H, O), where H is a partition of 
{1, 2 , . . .  ,2n} into two sets $I and Su of equal size, and • is a function from 
(0, 1}" x {0, 1, $}* to {0, 1}* u {accept, reject}. For a given string w in {0, 1, $}*, the 
function • has the property (called the prefix-freeness property) that, for no two 
y, y' in {0, 1}", it is the case that O(y, w) is a proper prefix of O(y', w). 
A computat ion  of  D ,  on an input x in {0, 1} 2" is a string u = ulSu2$... $uk$uk+l, 
where k >I O, u~, . . . , Uk ~ (0, 1}*, Uk.~ ~ (accept, reject} such that, for each integer j, 
0 <~ j ~ k, we have 
(1) i f j  is even, then uj.l = 4,(xt, u~$u2$... $uj), where xt is the input x restricted 
to the set S~, and 
(2) i f j  is odd, then uj+l = O(xn, u~$u2$... Suj), where xu is the input x restricted 
to the set SH. 
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Let L__ {0, 1}* be a language and A = (Dn) be a sequence of deterministic protocols. 
We say that A recognizes L if, for each n and x in {0, 1} 2n, the computation of D, 
on input x is finite, and ends with accept iff x e L. Let f be a function from natural 
numbers to natural numbers. We say that L is recognizable within communication f, 
L e COMM(f ) ,  if there is a sequence of protocols A = (D.)  such that, for all n and 
each x in {0, 1} 2n, the computation of Dn on x is of length at most f (n).  
A nondeterministic protocol is defined by allowing • in the definition of protocol 
to be a relation, as opposed to a function. The prefix-freeness property generalizes 
to: for all x, x' in {0, 1} ~, if (x, u, w), (x', u, w') e ~, then w is not a proper prefix of 
w'. We say that a sequence of nondeterministic protocols A = (Dn) recognizes a 
language L if, for all n and all inputs x in {0, 1} :n, there exists a computation of 
D~ which ends in accept iff x ~ L. The communication complexity is defined as the 
length of the shortest such computation on each input in L, maximized over all 
inputs of length 2n. The family of languages recognizable by nondeterministic 
protocols within communication f is denoted NCOMM(f ) .  
The model of k-way communication complexity was defined in [4] as follows. 
Let u = u l$u :$ . . .  $Uk$Uk+~ be a computation of a protocol D,. We say that u has 
k rounds. D, is a k-way protocol if all of its computations have at most k rounds. 
COMMk( f )  (NCOMMk( f ) )  is the family of all languages that can be recognized 
by sequences of k-way nondeterministic protocols within communication f. 
Now, let us introduce the model of counterbalanced communication complexity. 
Let 0 < d < ½ be a real number. Let Dn be a protocol working within communication 
f(n).  Then we say that the protocol D~ is d-counterbalanced iff the number of all 
different communications which I can send to II in all computations on x in {0, 1} 2n 
is at most 2 (1-d)f(n) and the number of all different communications which II can 
send to I is at most 2 °-d)f(~). The subclass of COMM(f )  recognized by sequences 
of d-counterbalanced protocols will be denoted by COMMd( f ) .  
Before stating our main theorem and the hierarchy results as its consequences, 
we introduce some notation. Let A be a finite set. Then [A[ denotes' the number of 
elements in A. We shall denote the set of all finite languages which are subsets of 
{0, 1} 2~ by ~, .  Le t f  and g be arbitrary functions defined on natural numbers. Then 
we define f -  g iff limn_~oo(f(n)/g(n)) = 1. 
Now, let us state our main theorem. All further esults will be simple consequences 
of this theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let f be a function from natural numbers to natural numbers uch that 
1 <<-f(n) <~ n and limn_,oof(n) = co. Let 0< b < a ~<~ and 0< c < 1 be real constants. 
Then 
lim { ICOMM(c f (  n )) n .~t',, I ]
(b) 
Iog2(Iog2(ICOMM ( f (n ) )  n "~-[)) "" n + f (  n ), 
lira ( INCOMM(bf (n ) )c~ -~,~1~ 
,,-.oo\ ICOMMt(f (n))n.~, , [  ]=0,  





log21COMM,(f(n)) n ~.1  ~ 2"+s°') 
. [ INeOMM~(f(n) -2)n~. l '~ 
lm . . . . .  = 
---ook ICOMM,(f(n))n~. I  ] o, 
r ico lvi,((1- b)f(n)) n  .17 
1" • s =o. 
The hierarchy results formulated in the following theorem are simple consequences 
of the assertions in Theorem 2.1. It suffices to realize that each language L can be 
written as I,_]nE N L., where L, ~ {0, 1} n. 
Theorem 2.2. Let f be a function from natural numbers to natural numbers uch that 
l<~f(n)<<-n and lim,_~of(n)=oo. Let 0<b<a<~½ and 0<c<l  be real constants. 
Let k be a natural number. Then 
(a) COMMI( f (n)) -COMM(cf(n))  # O, which implies COMM(cf(n)) 
COMM(f(n)) and COMMk(cf(n)) ~ COMMk(f(n)); 
(b) COMM~(f (n) ) -NCOMM(bf(n) )#~,  which implies NCOMM(bf(n)) 
NCOMM(f(n)) and NCOMMk(b f(n)) ~ NCOMMk(f(n)); 
(c) COMM~(f(n) - I )~COMM~(f(n)) ;  
(d) COMM~(f(n)) - NCOMM~(f(n)-  2) ~ O, which implies NCOMMI(f(n) - 
2) ~ NCOMM1 (f( n )); 
(e) COMMI( (1 -b) f (n ) ) -COMM"( f (n) )¢~;  
(f) COMM°(f(n))~COMMb(f(n)) .  
We conclude this section with some remarks. Considering Theorems 2.1(b) and 
2.2(b) we obtain that most languages do not belong to NCOMM(dn) for a constant 
d <½. Similarly, Theorem 2.2(d) implies that most languages do not belong to 
NCOMM~(n -2). Using Theorem 2.2(e) we have, for constants 0< d < a <~½, that 
there are languages which do not belong to COMM°((1 + d)n). So, communication 
larger than n can be unsufficient for counterbalanced protocols. 
3. The proof of Theorem 2.1 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 2.1 by counting the number of finite 
languages in ~( f )  n ~, ,  where ~( f )  stands for the families of languages determined 
by different ypes of communication complexity. Clearly, each language in .Y, 
depending on at most n+f(n) bits (i.e., the contents of the other n- f (n )  bits 
have no influence, for any x in {0, 1} 2", on the fact that x belongs or does not 
belong to the language considered), can be recognized by a 1-way protocol, within 
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communication f (n) .  Since the number of languages depending on at most n +f (n )  
bits is at least 2 2"÷:<">, we obtain 
[COMM,( f (n) )  n ~g.[ t> 2 2"÷:'"'. 
In the following five lemmas we shall give upper bounds on [c~(f)c~LP.[ for 
different communication complexity classes qg(f). Let, in what follows, f denote a 
function from natural numbers to natural numbers such that l~<f (n)~ < n and 
lim._.oof(n) = oo. 
Lemma 3.1. [COMM(f(n))  c~ LP.[ ~< 2 2n- 2 (f(n)+2)f(n)2"+y(")+~. 
Lemma 3.2. [NCOMM(f (n) )  c~ ~,,1 ~< 2 2n- 2 f(")2"+2f'")+2. 
[,emma 3.3. ICOMM,( f (n))  n ~,,I ~< 22" " (2r(")+2) 2"" 22"+*'"). 
Lemma 3.4. INCOMM~(f(n))  c~ ~.1 <~ 2 2n. 22"(2f<")+2)22"+:<"). 
Lemma 3.5. Let 0 < a < ½ be a real constant. Then 
[COMMa(f(n))  c~ ~,,1 ~< 2 2". 2 f(n)(f(n)+l)2"+(l-°)f(')+'. 
It can easily be seen that assertions (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) follow from the 
lower bound established for [COMMI( f (n))  c~ .T,[, and from Lemma 3.1-3.5 respec- 
tively. Assertion (f) of Theorem 2.1 is a simple consequence of Lemma 3.5 and the 
fact that each language in .T, depending on at most n + (1 -  a) f (n)  bits can be 
recognized by an a-counterbalanced protocol within communication f (n ) .  
Now, let us introduce the following fact which we shall use to prove Lemmas 
3.1, 3.2, and 3.5. 
Fact 3.6. Let ulSu2$.. .  Sums (vxSv2$ •. .  Svm$, respectively) be a prefix of  the computa- 
tion o f  (1I, @) on some input x (y, respectively) and suppose that u lu2 . . .  Um = 
Vl V2 . . . V,,. Then ui = vi for i= 1 , . . . ,  m. 
Clearly, Fact 3.6 is the simple consequence of the prefix-freeness property of @. 
In what follows we shall give the proofs of Lemma 3.1-3.4 and show that the 
proof of Lemma 3.5 is a special case of the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We shall prove Lemma 3.1 by bounding the number of all 
different protocols D,  = (//, @) corresponding to all the different ways a protocol 
can divide the input words into classes for which it decides about acceptance. 
According to Fact 3.6 we can replace the protocol (1I, @) by a sequence 
(/7, @1, q~2,. - -), where the qbi's are mappings from {0, 1}" × {0, 1}* into {0, 1}* u 
{accept, reject}, and we consider a computation to be a string ul$u2$. . .  $uk+~, where 
ul = ¢h(xi, A), u2 = @2(Xn, ul), u3 = (b3(xl, ulu2), etc. (Obviously, xi, xn are the 
input word restricted to S~, Su, respectively according to the partit ion//.)  
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Since the amount of communication is bounded by f(n), it is sufficient to restrict 
ourselves to sequences (H, ~ , . . . ,  ~I(-)), where the ~i's are mappings from {0, 1}" × 
X to Xx{accept, reject}, where X=[_J~o>{0, 1} i. Since Ix1=1+2+-..+2 
2 y~")+~ - 1, the number of such sequences i
(2nn) • ((2f(")+1+ 1)2"÷I~"~+*)f(") ~< 22" • 2(f(")+2)f(")2"+I~")+' [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Since Fact 3.6 is independent of the determinism of protocols, 
it holds for nondeterministic protocols too, so, we can bound the number of all 
sequences (//, ~1 , . . . ,  ~y(,)), where the ~i's are relations (as opposed to functions 
in the deterministic case) from {0, 1}" x X to X x {accept, reject}, by the number 
(2nn) • (22"(2I(">+'-1)(2"r~")+'+1))I(") <~ 22" •2 f(")u"+2f¢"'+2 [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We shall prove Lemma 3.3 by bounding the number of all 
1-way protocols with communication bound f(n)  corresponding to all the different 
ways to split the input words into classes which can be accepted or rejected. 
According to Fact 3.6, each 1-way protocol (H, ~) can be replaced by (H, q~, ~2), 
where ~1 is a mapping from {0, 1}" to Yu {accept, reject}, where yc_ [.]fj~l){0, 1} j, 
and ~2 is a mapping from {0, 1}" x Y to {accept, reject}. The prefix-freeness property 
implies that I YI ~< 2 ~(") from which it follows that the number of all sequences 
(H, ~1, ~2) can be bounded by 
(7 )  • (2f(") + 2)2" • 22"÷J~"~. [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Each 1-way nondeterministic protocol (H, ~) can be replaced 
by (H, ~ ,  q~2), where/I, ~2 have the same meaning as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, 
and ~1 is a relation as opposed to a function in the deterministic case. Obviously, 
the number of such sequences can be bounded by 
22-. 2(2:~"~+2)2" . 2-+:c.~. [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let us do the proof in the same way as the proof of Lemma 
3.1. Obviously, considering the definition of the a-counterbalanced protocol we 
have that, for each ~i, there exist at most 2 "+°-°)I(") different arguments. This 
follows from the fact that computer I (II) has arguments of length at most n +f (n) ,  
where the communication bits which I (II) sent to II (I) are unambigously determined 
by the input of I and by the communication bits which II (I) had sent to I (II). So, 
the number of all the ways in which ~i can do the ith step of a computation is 
bounded by 
(21  -) + 2)2 "+''-°''"). [] 
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